Perfect q-nary codes containing every scalar multiple of each codevector are constructed and used to generate various combinatorial designs. The obtained 4th order tactical configuration of 13 elements is not closed and is for q = 3 a counterexample similar to that given by Assmus and Mattson (1967) in the binary case.
i. INTRODUCTION
The study of connections between error-correcting codes and various combinatorial designs was begun by Paige [1] and several results and recent references are included in a paper of Assmus and Mattson [2] .
In [2] the classical Steiner systems and tactical configurations, the kth order Steiner systems and closed such systems and new designs called kth order tactical configurations are generated by linear or nonlinear, binary and by linear q-nary, perfect, e-error-correcting codes. For the corresponding definitions see the next section.
A particular result in [2] is that the 5th order Steiner systems of 15 elements generated respectively by a linear code and by a nonlinear code of Vasiliev [3] are essentially different, the first being closed and the second not. The corresponding problem for 4th order tactical configurations of 13 elements is left open.
In the present paper we will introduce the concept of semilinear, e-error-correcting q-nary perfect codes (SEQP-codes) and generalize some results of [2] for such codes. We will show (Theorem 1) that SEQP~ codes generate for every q and e tactical configurations and for e = 1, q -3, 3rd and 4th order tactical configurations. As a particular result we will answer the mentioned open question.
DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS
Codes. Let q he a power of a prime and denote by V~ the vector space of n-vectors over GF (q) . The distance between two vectors v, v is the SCHON~E~ number of the nonzero components of their difference and is denoted by d (v, v'). The distance between a vector v and the zero vector is called the weight of v and denoted by ~(v). A code is a subset C~ of V~. If C~ 8 g is a subspace of V~ the code is called linear. Let S~ = { ~} i=0 be the set of vectors in V~ having at most e nonzero components, so the zero vector. If for everyc, c ' E C a a n d s , s ' C S~c + s = c ' + s '~e = c ' a n d s = s ' the code is said to be e-error-correcting. A necessary and sufficient condition for a code to have this property is that the minimum distance between two different vectors is >= d = 2e + 1. If moreover, for every v E V~ there exist c E C~ and s C S~ such that v = c + s, C, is called perfect.
Combinatorial Designs. Let E = { ai} ~1 be a set of n elements. A tactical configuration C (n, k, l, X) is a system of k-subsets of E such that every /-subset of E is contained in precisely ~ elements of C (n, k, l, ~).
Let k
Ut=3Rt be a system of nonempty t-subsets of E (thus every R~ is a set of certain t-subsets of E). A t-subset (t --3, 4, • • •, k) of E will be called free if it does not contain as a subset any members of R~. (j = 3, 4, . . . , t -1). Pairs and triples are considered to be free. A kth order tactical configuration [2] is a system Tk k = U~3R~-such that every element of Tk is free and every free t-set of E and nonelement of Tk is contained as a subset in exactly ),t-1 members of R,+~. A kth order tactical configuration is closed if the only free k-subsets of E are the members of R~.
In order to prevent confusion we mention that we have followed the definition of kth order tactical configurations as given in [2] except that we used the property to be free as defined above and in [3] . In [2] a t-subset of E is free if it does not contain as a subset any member of R~ (j = 3, 4, . . . , t). Hence here we have "every member of Tk is free" instead of "every proper subset of every member of T~ is free" and also we consider the number of "free t-subsets of E which are not members of T~" instead of "free t-subsets of E". Nevertheless the obtained configuration is the same.
The above defined designs C (n,/¢, l, ~) and Tk contain as a particulai case, namely for h --1, the Steiner systems and the kth order Steiner systems [3] respectively.
Connection between Codes and Combinatorial Designs. The connections
between codes and combinatorial designs may be realized and formulated using the following correspondence between n-vectors and subsets of E. Let v = (x~, x~, • • • , x~) be a n-vector and denote by X~l, • • • , x~ its nonzero components (w ~ n). Then v and the subset las} ie l il,...,~l of E will correspond. This correspondence is 1-1 in the binary ease, it is the usual incidence notation. In the q-nary case, (q -1)t vectors of weight t correspond to the same subset of E. Moreover it is convenient to introduce the concept of inclusion for vectors. We will say that the vector v is included in the vector v' if the nonzero components of v coincide with nonzero components of v'. In other words if v = @1, x2, ..., x~),
We will first generalize the following results among those of [2] . Further results will be discussed in Section 6. Result 1. If C~ is a linear e-error-correcting perfect code or a binary e-error-correcting perfect code then the system of d-subsets of E corresponding to the vectors with weight d of C~ is a tactical configuration C(n, d, e + 1, (q -1)°).
Result 2. If C~ is a linear single error-correcting q-nary perfect code then the system of t-subsets (t = 3, 4, ... , k) of E corresponding to those vectors of weight t of C~ which do not contain any code vector of weight < t is a kth order tactical configuration with k = q --1.
SEMILINEAR CODES AND GENERALIZATION OF RESULT 1.
DEFINITION. A code will be called semilinear if it contains the zero vector and every scalar multiple of its members.
We will now extend result 1 to semllinear codes.
THEOREM 1. If Cn is a semilinear e-error-correcting perfect q-nary code then the system of d-sets of E corresponding to the vectors with weight d of C~ is a tactical configuration C(n, d, e "-5 1, (q -1)~).
Proof. Result 1 is really a result about trivial semilinear codes. We will give some details in this proof in order to show that arguments based on linearty may be avoided. We will use only semilinearity. Proof of Theorem 2. For k = 3 theorem 2 is a corollary of theorem 1 with e = 1.
For k = 4, consider the system T4 of 3 and 4-subsets of E corresponding to the vectors of weight 3 and 4 of C . . We will first prove that every 4-set of T4 is free. Suppose the code vector of weight 4, c4, corresponds to the set A4 of T~ and c3 is a code vector of weight 3 corresponding to a set A3 of T4 such that A3 c A4. Then by the semilinearity we can suppose that the distance between c~ and ca is 3. But 2c4 is also a code vector and d(c3,2c~) --2, in contradiction with the fact that the minimum distance between two code vectors is >3.
Secondly we will prove that if B3 is a free triple of E, and W is the set of vectors of weight 3, corresponding to B~ and not scalar multiples of each t other then the code vectors, necessarily of weight 4, ca and ca, which contain the vectors v~ E W and vJ C W respectively, correspond to different 4-sets of T4. Suppose the contrary and let c4 and c~' correspond to the same set A4 then by the semilinearity we can suppose, d(c4, c4 r) = 3, A similar argument as used in the end of the proof of Theorem 1 shows then that every free triple is included in atmost 4 quadruples and the theorem is proved.
CONSTRUCTION OF NONTRIVIAL SEMILINEAR CODES
The linear codes and the binary codes are trivial semilinear codes, hence the nontrivial semilinear codes are nonlinear q-nary codes with q>3.= We proved [5] that the following construction gives for m > 2, n = q'~ -1/q -1 and every q a nonlinear perfect simple error-correcting q-nary code C~q+~.
Let • .. , k) is incorrect and rather
holds. They generalized (2) for kth order tactical configurations to
and observed that equality holds in (3) (a) for t = 3, (b) for t = 4 if X = 1 and (e) for every t and X if the configuration is obtained from a linear code as in Result 2 Section 2. They constructed also a counterexample showing that equality in (3) has not necessarily to hold for t > 4 e v e n i f X = 1. We will show that if ), :> 1 equality does not hold necessarily in (3) even for t = 4.
Consider formula (3) for )~ = 2, t = 4, n = 13, i.e. N4 = 0. There exists a linear single error-correcting 3-nary code Cls, hence a 4th order tactical configuration T4 of 13 elements with X = 2 and by (c) with N4 --0 i.e. the configuration is closed.
There exists also a semilinear single error-correcting 3-nary code C~3. It is derived from the linear code C4 as in Section 5. C4 is C4--{ (0112), (1011) 
